This paper presents a statistical method to match feature points from stereo pairs of images. The proposed method is evaluated in terms of effectiveness, robustness and computational speed. The evaluation was performed on several pairs of real stereo images of natural scenes taken onboard an unmanned aerial vehicle. The results show that the proposed method reduces the number of incorrect matches and is fast.
Introduction
3D scene reconstruction is one of the most important basic operations for intelligent vision systems and especially for autonomous robotic systems such as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).Moreover, the precision of 3D scene reconstruction is fundamental for an autonomous robot to behave properly in its nearest environment.
Many of existing 3D reconstruction processes use active sensors (telemeter, sonar etc); but passive sensors, such as optical cameras are often more suitable in terms of price, accuracy, calculation speed, non invasivity of the environment etc...
The performance of the vision depth sensing estimators strongly depends on the matching process accuracy and reliability.
The first major criterion to choose a matching method is the depth reconstruction it allows. If the feature points are matched with their real homologous points, it is then possible to localize the stereo rig relatively to its environment (assuming the cameras are calibrated accurately). Consequently, the percentage of mismatches left by a matching method is of high important.
A second major criterion to choose a matching method is computing time it takes to produce pairs of homologous points.
The last criterion to consider to choose the appropriate matching method is its class : local, global or mixed. In fact, local methods are prone to an important number of wrong matches whereas global methods are frequently time consuming.
A solution would then be a mixed method, like the statistical one outlined in this paper : global as it uses statistical data and local as it eliminates redundant feature points' matches.
Matching interest points is the process of identifying the 2D image points corresponding to a same 3D scene point in a pair of stereo images representing that scene.
Much work on matching points' methods has been done [9] , starting from simple correlation methods up to more sophisticated method such as the RANSAC iterative process [1] . Almost all of them are based on 3D scene local data.
The RANSAC method (and the ones derived from it i.e. MLESAC [7] ) can be very efficient and reliable but it often leads to long computational time making it unrealistic to use onboard a moving robot and incompatible with video processing rate.
For instance, to self-localize while navigating in 3D scene it is useful to have a fast effective and reliable matching method in order to be able to process up to 24 pairs of images a minute. For such reason, this paper proposes an approach which allows matching feature points of at least 3 pairs of images a second.
This proposition is being validated in the frame of the RobVolInt project, a prototype of UAV using vision to self-localize being developed by the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), in collaboration with the IRISA, the I3S (Nice university) and the LRP (University of Paris 6).
Subsequent sections outline the theory and context of validity of the statistical matching inliers filter proposed (section 2), the context of experimentation (section 3), a comparative study of the statistical method and major matching methods (section 4), and a short conclusion (section 5).
Matching feature points : a statistical method

Validity Context of the proposed method
The proposed method is valid under few constraints addressed here after. To use this method the camera system should be either a quasi epipolar rectified stereo rig (figure 2) or a mono-camera system equivalent to such a rig (figure 1), ie: a camera which displacements in between image capture are limited to translations only (not necessary known). Indeed, according to [2] , it is possible to consider a slightly translated cameras as a stereo rig.
In the case of a stereo rig, the rotation between the optical axes of the cameras should be negligible: the optical axes should be considered collinear. Otherwise, a calibration of stereo rig would be necessary in order to express all feature points of all images in image frames only distinct from a translation. It is not necessary to calibrate the system but the calibration of the cameras could be used, as it will be explained in the following paragraph.
To summarize the valid experimental conditions necessary to use the statistical method bellow, one should be able to express all feature points of all images in image frames only distinct from a translation.
Finally, the illumination conditions are supposed constant, and the scene observed has to be static.
The proposed orientation filtering method
The whole process is composed of 2 steps :
• generation of a set of feature points' pairs • estimation of the stereo images apparent movement direction. The first step of the method is the generation of a set of feature points' pairs. It can be done using a correlation similarity measure or a KLT tracker estimation of homologous points. The method just has to be of a low computational time.
In the case of non-calibrated cameras, the second step estimates the orientation of each line defined by a pair of points of the set generated at first step (figure 5 ). This is equivalent to the estimation of a global apparent movement in two images. The most frequent orientation of the matches is considered the good one, and only the matches having that orientation are kept (figure 3 and figure 4). This assumption is possible because the vision system used is equivalent to a stereo rig considered quasi stereo rectified, which means the only non negligible transformation between the left and right cameras is translation in the common image plan. All points move following the same direction representing the 3D real translation in the 2D image frame. One should notice the feature points do not move following the same exact translation in terms of distance. Objects close to cameras and objects far from cameras do not move with the same speed in images (2D image is geometrically formed by a quasi orthogonal projection of a 3D scene).
In the case of calibrated systems, the calculation of the most frequent orientation of the feature points matches does not occur : the image dominant (thus global) orientation can be deduced from the orientation of the line defined by the principal points of the cameras. The matches to be kept are the ones parallel to the orientation of the principal points' line. In fact the translation between the principal points' is the same as the projection in the 2D image frame of the 3D translation between the cameras. Therefore, if the stereo rig was exactly stereo-rectified, all matches would have to be horizontal.
To optimise this orientation filtering method execution time, it can be noticed that the image global orientation should be computed once, from a first pair of images what gives the match reference orientation. On subsequent pairs of images a simple check of parallelism should be performed.
Interest of the proposed method
The information obtained by this method is the global orientation, in 2D image frame, of all feature (homologous) points' pairs. Consequently, all feature points' pairs not parallel to the reference orientation should be eliminated.
Considering the case of a stereo rig, the obtained orientation is the same as the one between the principal points of both cameras. Therefore, the image matching is based on the correct matches of homologous points and the matching computational time is reduced.
In fact, the estimation of the principal point's coordinates is a crucial issue in terms of depth computation. In the case of a monocular camera system, the same error of estimation of these coordinates is of less importance as it is compensated while being propagated from an image to the other [2] .
In the case of a stereo rig, an error of estimation is done on each camera's principal point. The depth computation comes from the comparison of the images taken by these cameras. As the errors are not the same for both cameras, they do not compensate each other like in the monocular case. In fact, it is difficult to know which error part is compensated or increased in the final error. Knowledge of the orientation of the line defined by both principal points gives the sum of the errors done on the principal points' estimation, and thus the depth computation accuracy can be highly improved.
Experimental evaluation of the proposed statistical method
The proposed method (as well as all methods presented in the next section) has been tested with real indoor 640 x 480 size images. Here, for comparison purposes, only one image of a scene with 2 objects is considered. Images were taken under usual inside lighting conditions. It was not necessary to turn the light on if there were windows in the room as the used cameras were 1 lux sensitive. The lighting conditions were considered constant.
The images were taken in grey scale format. The distance between the rig and the observed objects from the scene was no more than 3 meters.
The observed objects were at least 50 cm from cameras. There could be occultation of parts of the 3D scene, but the image processing did not deal with it.
All algorithms have been developed using C++ with Qt graphical user interfaces on a usual PC platform (no specific processor).
Results
The efficiency of the proposed statistical method has been compared with most popular matching methods: correlation, RANSAC, KLT tracker, epipolar geometry constraint.
Correlation
Correlation is the most common method by which feature (feature) points in different images are compared. Usually it measures the illumination similarity between image points' neighborhoods. Several similarity methods exist. The one which results are shown here is the zero mean sum of absolute deviation, which gave the best results on the considered images taken from the UAV(figure 5).
Without knowing the structure of the scene and without the use of any criteria of unicity or scene symmetries etc [2],[9]…correlation based matching method will produce some mismatches (table 1) : 21 percent of the mismatches have been obtained . The computational time is 1,052s. 
Epipolar geometry constraint
The epipolar geometry constraint is illustrated in figure 6. Therefore, using the epipolar geometry requires an accurate calibration method, especially for the optical centers coordinates' estimation. Experiments revealed the Tsaï calibration method implemented in the OpenCV library is not accurate enough to consider using epipolar constraint. Moreover, it is very difficult to use with images taken onboard a flying robot : UAV movements are not stable enough .The rig vibrations of the drone "uncalibrate" : the objectives move, and the rig is not rigid enough.
For the above reason, there is no numeric data for this matching method.
RANSAC
The RANSAC was introduced by Fischler and Bolles in 1981. It is commonly used to estimate the fundamental matrix from a set of feature point pairs determined by a correlation [1] .
In the RANSAC fundamental matrix estimation scheme, 7 (or 8) pairs of feature points only are randomly selected at each iteration. A fundamental matrix is computed from theses 7 (or 8) pairs, and is tested against all candidate matches. The cardinality of the set of matches which fits with this matrix is a measure of the accuracy of the fundamental matrix.
In practice, fundamental matrices are computed this way until a number of iterations predefined with regards to the allowed computational time (for real time processing for instance) or until a one agrees with a given minimum number of pairs of feature points (depending on the application).
Such implement results in a high computing time not compatible with a frequency of 3 to 24 pairs of images processed per minute. Moreover 10 percent (table1) mismatches (figure 7) still exist. 
KLT Tracker
The KLT Tracker is one of the most popular method used to track feature points from one image to the other in robotic applications using vision to self localize. The main advantage of the method is the fact the feature points are extracted (with an extractor such as SUSAN or Harris & Stephens) only once, the extracted features are then tracked in the following images using a pyramidal approach.
[5], [8] The pyramidal implementation reduces significantly the processing temporal complexity, thus computational time, but a significant number of mismatches occur (fig 8) : 15 percent of the obtained pairs of feature points are wrong (table1). 
Comparison of the described methods
In order to be able to compare all the previous methods quantitatively, they have all been tested on the same sets of images. For each pair of images, the total number of correct pairs has been calculated manually. This number has then been compared with the number of pairs found by each method (total differential method). Considering the number of pairs found by each method, the percentage of mismatches has been computed for each of these methods (mismatches percentage The results of table 1 show the orientation filtering method outlined in this paper is fast and reliable: only 1% of the matches obtained after using the orientation filter are false. The other methods that were tested here left much more mismatches : 10 % after a RANSAC filter, 15% after a KLT. Association of our orientation filter decreases significantly the percentage of mismatches and reduces the processing time.
But, as shown in the first column of the table 1, while the use of the orientation filter decreases considerably the percentage of mismatches, it also represents an important loss of initial information : only 70% of the real good matches are kept in the case of a correlation, and 88% in the case of the KLT matching initial step.
A compromise has then to be found between the quantity of information required and the quality of the matches found.
Conclusion
This paper has addressed a new fast, reliable and effective method for stereo rectified rig image matching. The proposed statistical method is a mix of local and global image characteristics : local, because based on feature (interest) points, and global, because based on homologous direction conservation between matched images…
The proposed statistical method named orientation filter to detect mismatches is of very low computation time and produces very few mismatches. A loss of only 15% of the information initially detected has been found.
The obtained results were very satisfying for the UAV depth recovering, and thus the UAV self localization, but the conditions of experimentations and the design of the stereo rig makes it lack of polyvalence. 
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